
Automated Asset Maintenance, Verification and Compliance Software

Monitor, Measure & Manage 
Faster Than Ever Before

Cloud-based
Applications



What is Frame?
Mobile, cloud-based software 
Frame is a multi-feature software solution that works with 
your business to manage your assets and equipment effec-
tively and accurately, in real time. You can customize the 
paperless software to suit your business and sync it across 
all devices for complete control over your asset registra-
tion, maintenance and management.

Digital Identification

Each of your assets is tagged in the field with a 
unique QR code or RFID chip and scanned during 
inspections through our user-friendly mobile app.

Your employees are prompted to record all  
important information during an inspection against 
your bespoke checklists and  
requirements.

Cloud Based Platform

The data is uploaded to our cloud-based platform 
and your dashboard is updated in real time.

Our solution not only replaces cumbersome  
paper-based processes but the data gathered is 
enhanced with employee records, date stamps, 
geo-tags and photographic proof of each  
inspection.

Powerful reporting

Powerful reporting gives you access to everything 
from a holistic overview of your asset portfolio 
to site reporting and individual KPI data meaning 
you have traceable verified records of each asset 
whether it’s a crane hoist jack or forklift.

Workflow Enhancements
Auto-fails mean that escalation workflows can be 
triggered, maintenance scheduled without delay 
and assets effectively deployed across your  
network.

Client Testimony

“The savings we get as a  
result of using Frame, pays  
for our yearly subscription  
in one month”
Director, Goscor Access 



What Makes  
Frame Different?

Get in touch to learn more

www.certags.co.uk

2. Scan QR code/RFID tag

1. Attach QR code/ 
RFID tag

3. Identify or create 
your zones 

4. Identify asset types

5. Complete the  
selected checklists 

Digitise your asset maintenance.  
Enhance your data.  

Ensure safety and compliance.

You don’t need an asset register to start using Frame,  
simply on-board your assets as you inspect them. 
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Affordable,  
accurate  
asset tracking &  
management  
software

Book your FREE demo today
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